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the etymOlOGy Of GOlIath IN the lIGht Of 
CarIaN pN Wljat/Wliat: a NeW prOpOSal

1. Introduction1

traditionally, for almost a century, scholars have interpreted the 
name of the famous giant Goliath as being philistine, and also of 
non-Semitic origin. the communis opinio suggested that it could be 
related to alyattes (ÉAluãtthw), the name given by herodotus to the 
lydian king who ruled 619–560 BCe. Besides this etymology, there 
have been other suggestions, but these are far from clear. however, 
although the etymology of alyattes has been the most quoted and 
best-known proposal for Goliath, it seems that scholars have not 
given enough attention to the validity of this etymology.

the aim of this paper is both to review this traditional etymol-
ogy and to propose a new one for Goliath in the light of Carian pN 
Wljat/Wliat. 

2. the non-Semitic pN Goliath and the language of the philistines

Goliath (hebr.  and ) was the name of the famous philistine 
giant of the Old testament, who was defeated by young david, the 
future king of Israel (see below, § 2.1). Goliath came from Gath, 
one of the five city states of the philistines, in the coastal strip of 

1 I would like to thank prof. adiego (universitat de Barcelona) for his valuable 
comments on this article, while assuming that any possible error or inaccuracy is 
solely my own responsibility. this paper was written thanks to a Juan de la Cierva 
postdoctoral fellowship from the ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación (Convocato-
ria 2010) and to the research project hacia una gramática histórica de la lengua 
licia (ref. ffI2009-08835) conceded by the same organism. I am also indebted 
to prof. eichner for his comments and his kindness in accepting me at the Institut 
für Sprachwissenschaft at the universität Wien while writing this article, and to 
the Österreichische austauschdienst for an ernst-mach-Stipendium grant that was 
awarded to me during my research period in Vienna (february–October 2012). 
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southwestern Canaan.2 the pN Goliath is one of the few biblical pN 
that has no Semitic etymology. traditionally, it has been claimed that 
it could be a philistine pN. We know very little about the language 
of the philistines, apart from a very small number of loan-words 
which survive in hebrew, describing philistine institutions, such as 
the title padî (which has been compared to Gr. pÒsiw, lat. potis, Ved. 
pati ‘master, lord’, etc.), the term sr!nîm, the lords of the philistine 
pentapolis, and the word /argáz, a receptacle that appears in the 
biblical passage of 1 Samuel 6 (Sapir 1936). No inscription written 
in the language of the philistines has been found, apart from one 
forgery (Naveh 1982).3 the oldest inscriptions from philistia date 
from the ninth to seventh centuries BCe, towards the end of the 
local Iron age. they are written in a Canaanite dialect similar to 
phoenician, such as the royal dedicatory Inscription from ekron 
(KaI 286), which is the only one that contains full sentences (Gitin 
et al. 1997 and Schäfer-lichtenberger 2000), and the brief inscrip-
tions of tell es-Sâf%/Gath from Iron age IIa–IIB (maeir et al. 2008 
and 2012). there seem to be traces of non-Semitic onomastics and 
vocabulary in these Canaanite inscriptions from philistia,4 as well 
as in the substratum of the hebrew language, as mentioned above. 
Some of these seem to be of Indo-european origin, presumably from 
a language of the aegean or the asia minor coast, but which has 
yet to be identified. a number of seals with inscriptions have also 
been found in the area but they do not help to clarify the problem 
(Brooks 2005: 29 and Keel 1994: 21–34). In the Old testament, 
there are also some philistine words that have sometimes, albeit 
with caution, been traced back to proto-Indo-european roots as 

2 In the Old testament, Goliath frequently appears denominated as ‘the philistine’, 
hebr.  (IS 1723, 2110, 2210; Sir 474) and also as ‘the Gethite’, hebr.  (2S 
21219) or the one ‘from Gath’, hebr.  (IS 174).

3 It has recently been suggested that the philistines, on arrival in Canaan, originally 
used aegean style scripts, such as Cypro-minoan (Cross and Stager 2006; Singer 
2009). But this affirmation, based on the tell deir ?alla inscriptions, should be 
taken with extreme caution for the moment and is far from being certain (maeir 
et al. 2008: 54).

4 Words such as pt(g/n)y in the inscription of ekron (KaI 286, line 3) should be 
related to Gr. pÒtnia ‘mistress, lady’ (demsky 1997), in which case one should 
accept the reading ptny. moreover, in my opinion, a reading with n is better 
than one with g, because we then have an exact parallelism consisting of a word 
written in the philistine and Canaanite languages: lpt(g/n)y.h.Ódth ‘to his lady’. 
the word appears twice with the third person singular possessive suffix h in each 
word, confirming again the structure of the parallelism.
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well.5 among scholars, several suggestions have been made regarding 
connections between the philistines and the Sea peoples (see Barnett 
1975, Brug 1985, Noort 1994, dothan 1995 and ehrlich 1996), 
and also the philistines (and the Sea peoples) and the civilizations 
of anatolia (Sandars 1985: 200–201; Singer 1988; 1994: 334–37; 
Zangger 1994; Vagnetti 2000: 319–20; Killebrew 2005: 197–245; 
maeir et al. 2008: 57, note 35), but it is not my intention to discuss 
this interesting question here.

2.1 Biblical references to Goliath
Before dealing with the etymology of Goliath, it is important to make 
a special mention of the places and contexts where this pN is quoted. 
the pN Goliath (consonantal masoretic hebr. Glyt, tiberian hebr. 

 and )6 appears in the following passages of the hebrew Bible: 
– 1 Samuel 17: where the famous episode of the challenge involving 
david and Goliath is narrated. Goliath is presented as a hero of the 
philistine army, from the town of Gath.7
– 1 Samuel 191–8: where Saul tries to kill david.8

5 for instance, the word seren, pl. sr!nîm, the lords of the philistine pentapolis (see 
above, §2) has been related to Neo-hitt. sarawanas/tarawanas and Gr. tyrannos 
(itself probably a loan-word borrowed from one of the languages of asia minor) 
(Barnett 1975: 373). the word k'bá ‘helmet’ used for Goliath’s copper helmet (1 
Samuel 175) also seems to have an Indo-european etymology (Sapir 1937). Some 
philistine pN such as achish and Pichol have been interpreted as being of Indo-
european origin as well (ray 1986).

6 the masoretic text is the canonical hebrew text of the tanakh, the Jewish Bible. 
In origin, it was written only with consonants. Between 7th and 11th centuries, 
different schools of scribes, called masoretes, created three different systems 
of vocalization in order to vocalize it: the tiberian, Babylonian and palestinian 
systems respectively. the tiberian vocalization eclipsed the other two systems 
and it has become the dominant system for vocalizing hebrew. according to this, 
tiberian hebrew is the language that shows the tiberian vocalization. In this paper 
I will refer to pN Glyt in the sense of the consonantal masoretic hebrew name for 
Goliath. 

7 Stuttgartensia (1 Samuel 174): . 
Septuagint (ed. Swete, ibid.): ka‹ §j∞lyen énØr dunatÚw §k t∞w paratãjevw 
t«n éllofÊlvn, Goliåy ˆnoma aÈt“, §k G°y: ‘and there went out a hero out of 
the camp of the philistines, named Goliath, of Gath’ (my translation). Goliath 
was enormous in size, over nine feet tall, and wore a bronze helmet and armor. 
david, on the contrary, was a small shepherd boy, the youngest son of Jesse, from 
Bethlehem. david, who had no experience of battle, was wearing no armour and 
was armed with nothing but a sling. Nevertheless he confronted Goliath and used 
his shrewdness to kill Goliath by slinging a stone against his forehead.

8 Nevertheless Jonathan, Saul’s son, reminds his father of david’s heroic deed in 
killing the philistine. Because of that, Saul refuses to kill david.
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– 1 Samuel 211–11: where the priest ahimelec helps david by giving 
him the sword that belonged to Goliath.
– 2 Samuel 2115–22: where david and his soldiers kill four philistine 
descendants of the Rephaim of Gath.9

– 1 Chronicles 204–8: where david and his soldiers kill four philistine 
descendants of the Rephaim of Gath (see 2 Samuel 2115–22).10

– Sirach 472–11: where david’s victory over the giant Goliath, using 
only a sling and a stone, is remembered.
In the Septuagint (ed. Swete) the pN Glyt appears as Goliãy (see 
footnote 7). this is in fact the expected Greek transliteration of this 
biblical pN.

2.2 the traditional etymology of the pN Goliath: a new review
traditionally, for almost a century, scholars have interpreted the pN 
Goliath as a philistine name, and of non-Semitic origin. the com-
munis opinio suggested that it could be related to alyattes (ÉAluãt-
thw), the name given by herodotus (1, 6. 16. 74. 92) to the lydian 
king who ruled 619–560 BCe, and father of the legendary Croesus 
(Kro›sow), the last king of lydia.11

this etymology was suggested by Georg hüsing, according to 
ferdinand Bork (1939–1941: 227), and noted by G. a. Wainwright 
(1959: 79, note 3). Caspari (1926: 100) and hempel (1927: 65) also 
agreed with this connection, and one of its major supporters was 
albright (1975: 513). Since then, this etymology has become the best-
known and commonly quoted: Willesen (1958: 330, note 2); Kitchen 
(1973: 67, 77, note 107); Klein (1983: 175); Singer (1994: 336–37); 
Brown (1995: 164) and Garbini (1997: 238), among others. But some 
scholars have expressed doubts when quoting it (hertzberg 1964: 
148), and more recently it has been questioned: Görg (1986, who 
prefers an egyptian etymology, see below); machinist (2000: 63); 
Koehler and Baumgartner (2004: 186); maeir et al. (2008: 57 ff.). 

In addition to this well-known etymology, other scholars have 
suggested other possibilities. Bossert (1927: 652) proposed that it 
should be related to the lydian word koalddein ‘king’. In Bosserts’ 
opinion, the pN Goliath would be an “altes Wort für ‘König’”. 
9 In the 19th versicle, it is mentioned that a soldier named elhanan killed Goliath of 

Gath. But according to 1 Chronicles 205, it was Goliath’s brother, lahmi, whom 
elhanan killed.

10 In the 5th versicle, elhanan, son of Jair, kills lahmi, Goliath’s brother (see 2 Samuel 
2115–22).

11 this king is, in fact, alyattes II. Before him, there was also alyattes I, who ruled 
in lydia from 761–747 BCe.
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however, this etymology is hard to accept, not only for phonetic 
reasons (it is certainly difficult to match koalddein with Goliath), but 
also because this word, which only appears as a gloss in hesychius 
(koalddein: Ludo‹ tÚn basil°a) is far from trustworthy: according 
to Gusmani (1964: 274) it could be corrupted. 

an egyptian etymology was suggested by Görg (1986), who 
related pN Glyt to the egyptian root qnj “to be stark”, and, more 
precisely, to the nominal form qnyt “leibwache”, “bodyguard” 
(Görg 1986: 19). according to this scholar, Glyt should be under-
stood as a ‘hebraisierte titulatur ägyptischer herkunft’ (Görg 1991: 
89). this etymology, although interesting both from a semantic and 
literary point of view (the scholar compares the struggle between 
david and Goliath with some episodes of Sinuhes story), should 
be rejected for phonological reasons: it is not easy to explain the 
phonetic changes from the egyptian name qnyt to the philistine pN 
Glyt, where only the last two phonemes coincide. In his article, Görg 
gives no explanation for this insurmountable phonological issue. 

Going back to the most well-known and accepted connection, 
alyattes/Goliath, it is important for the purpose of this article to 
observe that, despite the widespread quotation and acceptation of 
this etymology, scholars, with very few exceptions (as far as I know, 
only one, maeir et al. 2008), have not given enough attention to 
its validity. traditionally, since Six (1890: 205), the pN attested 
in herodotus ÉAluãtthw was thought to be the Greek form of the 
lydian pN Walwe-. according to scholars, lyd. Walwe- is very 
likely to be related with luwian pN types such as Walwa-lÚ-i and 
anatolian Oualaw (laroche 1952: 805; Carruba 1963: 21; Gusmani 
1964: 220). lyd. pN Walwe- and luw. pN Walwa-lÚ-i are related 
etymologically with the common anatolian word walwa- ‘lion’, as 
also attested in Cluw. walwi, hitt. walwa, etc. (for the identifica-
tion of the form, see Steinherr 1968). It is possible that lydians 
also preserved the word for lion ‘walw-’ on twenty coins of lydian 
origin (Wallace 1986). anatolian walwa- seems to come from pIe 
*w∫kw-o- ‘wolf’ (lehrman 1978; Wallace 1986: 61), which makes 
sense because pIe itself does not seem to have had a word for lion 
(Wh: 785). according to Ševoroškin (1978: 234), anat. walwa- 
would come from *walkuwa- (on the assumption of a shift *kw > 
anat. *w > lyd. u). 

But, as we have already seen in the previous paragraph, whereas 
the etymology of lydian pN Walwe- is clear and unproblematic 
(< anat. walwa- ‘lion’ < pIe *w∫kw-o- ‘wolf’), the old connection 
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ÉAluãtthw/lyd. pN Walwe- has been rejected by scholars for 
phonetic and numismatic reasons (Jongkees 1938: 251; Gusmani 
1964: 221 and 1980/86: 139; Walace 1986, among others). as far 
as I know, the scholars that have rejected this connection have not 
proposed any new etymology for ÉAluãtthw.

Consequently, as I have explained, scholars defending the etymol-
ogy Glyt/alyattes, do so without having, for the moment, any clear 
etymology for alyattes, making it even more difficult to explain 
the connection between both words. We could add that the initial 
phonemes /a/ and /g/ are indeed difficult to match from a phonetic 
point of view, even in the case of a loan-word, because they do not 
share any phonological feature: /a/ is an open frontal vowel, whereas 
/g/ is a voiced velar stop. If /a/ would had been substituted by /g/ (in 
the case of alyattes → Goliath), one would expect that /g/ shared 
at least some phonological feature with /a/, but it seems not to be 
the case. moreover, the ending -hw of lydian pN ÉAluãtthw, which 
lacks in pN Goliath, is difficult to explain, when one deals with the 
etymology ÉAluãtthw/Goliath.

Instead of alyattes, the Carian pN Wljat/Wliat seems, both from 
a phonetic and semantic point of view, a good candidate for the ety-
mology of Goliath (see § 5). as far as I know, this connection has 
not been suggested before, partly because Carian was not correctly 
deciphered until adiego 1992. 

Before drawing any conclusion regarding the new etymology of 
Goliath presented here, I would like to explain a little more about 
this Carian pN and its etymology.

3. the Carian pN Wljat/Wliat

the Carian pN Wljat/Wliat is attested three times in the Carian 
inscriptions of egypt:
a) Wliat in an inscription from an uncertain location in egypt (e.xx 

2, see adiego 2007: 125)
b) Wljat in an inscription from thebes (e.th 7, see adiego 2007: 98)
c) Wljat† in an inscription from murw!w (e.mu 1, see adiego 2007: 

110)
this pN is attested in nominative (Wliat/Wljat) and genitive 

(Wljat†). It is the Carian name that appears in Greek sources as 
Oliatow/Uliatow (see § 3.1). In Carian, two compounds names are 
attested to be related to this pN: šar-wljat and šr-wli†, which suggest 
*waliat, *wali forms (adiego 2007: 428; for the pIe etymology, see 
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§ 3.2). Both appear in two inscriptions from memphis, egypt: e.me 
20 and e.me 3 respectively (adiego 2007: 36 and 51). the Carian 
pN OALOALON, which appears in the inscription of halicarnassus 
(SGdI 5727.d30), should come from a reduplicated form *Walwala- 
from the same root *wali- ‘to be strong’ (adiego 1993b: 173–174 
and adiego 1993a: 238).

It is known that the epigraphic material of egypt is the most 
important part of the direct documentation of Carian. as far as the 
dating of this epigraphic material is concerned, the oldest Carian 
inscription from egypt is dated to the second half of the 7th century, 
in the time of psammetichus I. this chronology is very close to 
the arrival of Carian and Ionian mercenaries in egypt, and that is 
important for the chronology of the etymology for Goliath (see § 5). 
as for the rest of the Carian documentation from egypt, it is dif-
ficult to give a precise date, except for the graffiti from abu-Simbel, 
inscribed during the campaign of psammetichus II, dated to 591 
BCe or 593/92 BCe. It is also possible that the murw!w graffiti 
(one of which features the pN Wljat†) dates from the same period 
(adiego 2007: 31).

3.1 transcriptions of Carian pN Wljat/Wliat into other ancient 
languages
the Carian pN Wljat/Wliat appears in Greek sources as Oliatow/
Uliatow. Before 1992, the corresponding Greek form Uliatow was 
already known, but its origin was not considered to be anatolian 
and was hence unknown (Zgusta 1964: § 1627). moreover, some 
researchers attributed to Uliatow a Greek origin and related it to 
OÈliãdhw, a derivate of OÈliow, epithet of apollo. Nevertheless, 
Ševoroškin (1984[86]) already related Uliat- to the anatolian stem 
-wala/i- ‘to be strong’ (see below, § 3.2) and masson (1988) correctly 
explained that, whereas OÈliãdhw was of Greek origin, Uliatow 
should be interpreted as a Carian name. masson’s hypothesis was 
right and would be confirmed four years later, with the decipherment 
of Carian (adiego 1992).

until now, no evidence of this Carian name has been found in any 
other ancient language (but see, with caution, § 4).

according to the correspondences mentioned above, we can see 
that Car. <u>/<w> corresponds to Greek <u>, <o>. moreover, other 
examples also suggest Gr. <ou>: tñu-† = Tonnouw (adiego 2007: 237).

the Carian compounds šar-wljat and šr-wli† do not appear in 
Greek sources, or in any other ancient language.
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3.2 etymology of Carian pN Wljat/Wliat
the Carian pN Wljat/Wliat seems to come from *walliyant-, an 
extended -ant form (without the notation of the preconsonantal 
nasal) from an adjective stem *walli- (adiego 1992: 31) or *wala/i- 
(with single l) ‘strong’ (adiego 2007: 338). as Ševoroškin (1984[86]) 
already mentioned, it is probably the same root that appears in hitt. 
*walli-, walliwalli ‘stark, mighty’ and in Cluw. wallant- ‘fit, capable’. 
the Carian pN Oaloalow (see above, § 3) seems to have a direct 
counterpart with the reduplicated stem hitt. walliwalli (adiego 
1993a: 238). all these forms came from the same pIe verbal root 
*pelH- ‘stark sein, Gewalt haben’, which also appears in lat. uale' 
-#re ‘kräftig sein’ (see also Osc. imperative �αλε), Goth. waldan 
‘herrschen’, OIr. follnadar ‘herrscht’, etc. (lIV: 676; IeW: 1111-2). 
the substantive of the toc. B walo, a wäl ‘king’ (← *‘the strong 
one, the one who dominates’) would come from the same root, prob-
ably from an old pIe participle (< *p∫H-(o)nt-) (em: 712; Wh: II 
727–728; lIV: 6762; Vernet 2008: s.v. uale'). 

It is very likely that the same stem behind Wljat/Wliat appears 
in the Carian compound šrwli† (gen.), which has to be interpreted 
as šr (cfr. šr-quq) + wli-. the stem wli- can also be compared to the 
Isaurian name Oualiw (Zgusta 1964: § 1134-3/4) and pisidian Oliw 
and Olliw (Zgusta 1964: § 1086-1; adiego 1993a: 243 and adiego 
2007: 420).

adiego (2007: 338–339) also notes that Car. pN Wljat/Wliat 
can be related to hitt. walliya- ‘praise’, Cluw. walli(ya), hluw. 
wa/iliya ‘praise’ < *‘to exalt’ (melchert 1993 s.v.), from pIe *pelh1- 
‘(aus)wählen’, which also appears in Ved. avuri ‘habe gewählt’, lat. 
uult ‘will’, umbr. veltu ‘soll wählen’, Goth. wili ‘will’, Olith. velmi 
‘wünsche, will’, etc. (lIV: 677), if we are not dealing with the same 
root.12

4. Non-biblical references to Goliath

apart from the extra-biblical references to Goliath that appeared 
in later Jewish and Islamic tradition (and which for that reason are 

12 But, in my opinion, we are probably dealing with two different verbal roots 
if, according to mc Cone (1991: 15–16), the a-flexion of the OIr. follnadar 
‘dominates’ (*p∫n > *pal-na- > *palla- → *pall-!- → *pall-n!) speaks in favour 
of a *h2 (see also in this regard Schrijver 1991: 214 and Vernet 2008: s.v. uale'). 
the two significantly different senses reconstructed of both roots, although not 
being a conclusive argument, also speak in favour of two different pIe verbal roots.
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irrelevant to the purpose of this study), until 2005, no other ancient 
extra-biblical mention of Goliath was known.13

In the summer of 2005, an inscription from the late 10th/early 
9th centuries BCe (early Iron IIa), apparently with two names, one 
of which was very similar to the philistine pN Glyt, was found in 
the excavations at tell es-Sâf%/Gath. the inscription was studied 
in depth and published by aren maeir, Stefan Jakob Wimmer, 
alexander Zukerman and aaron demsky (maeir et al. 2008), and 
the results of the excavations were also recently published (maeir 
2012). the inscription was incised on a shard of a red-slipped and 
hand burnished bowl, which was found in a well-defined philistine 
archeological context. according to these scholars, the inscrip-
tion, written in sinistroverse (from right to left), is in an archaic 
proto-Canaanite alphabetic script, and would be the earliest clear 
evidence of the beginning of the use of the alphabetic script by the 
philistines. to maeir et al., it should be read as /lwt/wlt[... these 
scholars interpreted it as two non-Semitic, philistine pN, presum-
ably of Indo-european origin, such as mycenaean Greek, Iron age 
luwian, or possibly other origins (maeir et al. 2008: 62 and maeir 
2012: 30). moreover, maeir et al. (2008: 57-58) compared the first 
name /lwt with two mycenaean pN that are documented in pylos 
and Crete (a-ro-wo-ta and a-ro-to), and even with the lydian pN 
alyattes. they also related the second name in the inscription, wlt, to 
other mycenaean pN (wa-ra-ti, we-ro-ta, wo-ro-ti-ja, wo-ro-ti-ja-o, 
wo-ro-to-qo- and wo-ro-to) and early anatolian pN, such as hit-
tite/luwian Walwaziti and Carian pN Wljat, following a suggestion 
by prof. melchert (maeir et al. 2008: 351, note 40; see also Zadok 
2009: 672, following maeir et al.), although without choosing any 
concrete or definitive proposal. 

according to maeir et al. (2008: 57–58), the initial and appealing 
connection they and other scholars made between the biblical name 
Goliath and the two pN that appear in the inscription, on the com-
monly quoted alyattes = Goliath etymology, should be rejected. In 
the first case, because /lwt and Glyt only share two consonants, l 
and t, and in the case of wlt and Glyt, because as “... ancient hebrew 
does have a w, ... it is therefore hard to see why a w sound would 

13 In later Jewish tradition, Goliath appears in the Babylonian talmud (Sotah 42b) 
and in pseudo-philo (Charlesworth 1983: 374). this pN is also quoted by Islamic 
tradition in chapter 2 of the Qur’an (II: 247–252).
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have been substituted by a gimel in the hebrew name Golyat”.14 
according to this author, the exact etymology of Goliath has yet to 
be determined.15

although there seems to be no doubt of the correct dating and 
antiquity of this inscription by maeir et al. (2008) and their inter-
pretation is very well argued and extremely appealing (even for the 
purpose of this article, because it would fit very well with the new 
etymology proposed here), I do have objections, some of which have 
already been made by maeir et al., and which seem to me important 
when validating the interpretation made by these scholars (maeir 
et al. 2008).

my first objection is that in this inscription there are two pNs and 
not only one, which is uncommon in an inscription of this nature. 
this peculiarity was already noted by maeir et al. (2008: 59), who 
alleged a patronymic relationship as a possible explanation for these 
two names.

the second objection is that the second word could also be inter-
preted as being incomplete, because it appears at the end of the frag-
ment of the bowl. this interpretation would agree the first objection, 
in the sense that it may also be possible to interpret the first word as 
a pN, while the second is not, and is instead another kind of word, 
presumably a verb, but incomplete. for the moment, we do not know 
what this word is, but at least we know that it is not of Semitic origin, 
because the main line of the inscription (/lwt/wlt[...) makes no sense 
in any Semitic language (maeir et al. 2008: 56).

my third objection is that the reading of the letters given by maeir 
et al. (2008), although very well argued, is not one hundred per cent 
reliable, because some of them only appear in this inscription and 
could be interpreted in other ways. this occurs, for instance, with 
the letter waw, which has been interpreted as a yod by Cross and 
Stager (2006: 151–52).

for the abovementioned reasons, I believe that this inscription 
should be read with caution until others dating from the same time 

14 But they do not seem to have in mind the fact that in ancient hebrew, with very few 
exceptions, one does not find words beginning with /w/, because proto-Semitic *w 
became *j in this language. to my opinion, it would be one possible explanation of 
why /w/ would had been substitued by /g/ in the case of Goliath (for more details, 
see § 5).

15 these scholars also mention a possible parallel for wlt attested in a Sea peoples’ 
context, namely in the story of Wenamun (maeir et al. 2008: 351), but this 
connection is far from certain and, in any case, is not relevant to the aim of this 
paper.
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and place are found and can corroborate the reading of the letters 
and provide more information about the philistine writing system 
and language. In any case, it is important to mention that the valid-
ity of this inscription does not substantially affect the conclusions 
of this paper, i.e., the etymology of Goliath. If its validity were to be 
verified in the future, it would evidently be very good and welcome 
proof of the etymology I am suggesting, but if not, it supposes no 
major inconvenience. 

5. the etymology of Goliath in the light of Carian pN Wljat/
Wliat: a new proposal

In my opinion and in the light of the above, the Carian pN Wljat/
Wliat seems to be a good candidate for the etymology of Goliath. 
at least, it suggests a valuable connection between the pN Goliath 
and a Carian (or luwian) etymology, for the following reasons:16

a) the phonetic similarity of both Carian pN Wljat and philistine 
pN Goliath, which the traditional etymology alyattes/Goliath lacks, 
as do the other etymologies proposed in the past such as lydian 
koalddein or egyptian qnyt (see above, § 2.2). In the case of Wljat 
and Goliath, both pNs almost match, the only difference being the 
initial W and G.17 

this phonetic change could be explained by the fact that, with 
the exception of some few words,18 one does not find words begin-
ning with /w/ in ancient hebrew, because in this language, as well 
as in the rest of the Northwest Semitic languages (such as ugaritic, 
phoenician and aramaic), proto-Sem. */w/ became regularly */j/ 
at the beginning of a word (meyer 1996: 97–98; lipiúski 20012: 
121; Kienast 2001: 31; Juön-muraoka 2006: 85): ug. jld, hebr.  
j!la‹, Syr. ila‹ but akk. wal!dum, ar. walada ‘to give birth’. to my 
opinion, the fact that /w/ was an unusual phoneme in initial position 

16 for the details of the chronology, see below.
17 Carian pN Wljat shows probably a defective notation of the vowel between w and 

l (which is a characteristic phenomenon of the Carian writing system, see adiego 
2007: 238 ff.). In the case of the names wljat, wliat, šarwljat-† and šr-wli†, the 
etymological connections proposed point to original *waliat-, *wali- forms (adiego 
2007: 242), also with *a between w and l. the Greek translation Oliatow/Uliatow 
could indicate a possible roundedness of the vowel. the same tendency seems to 
show ancient hebr. , Sept. Goliãy ‘Goliath’.

18 Initial /w/ is preserved only in the conjunction  ‘and’, in the name of the letter 
‘w!w’ meaning ‘hook’, and in a few loanwords (lipiúski 20012: 121).
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in ancient hebrew could be a possible explanation of why /w/ was 
replaced by /g/ in the case of pN Wljat → Goliath. Since this pN is 
a loan-word (and therefore did not follow the expected historical 
phonetic change proto-Sem. */w/ > Northwest Sem. */j/), the substitu-
tion /w/ → /g/ should be considered as one of the possible expectable 
sound change for the following reasons. the phoneme /w/ is a voiced 
labio-velar approximant (lipiúski 20012: 104; for Carian /w/, see 
adiego 2007: 234 ff.). Its place of articulation is labialized velar, 
which means it is articulated with the back part of the tongue raised 
toward the soft palate while rounding the lips. accordingly, /w/ and 
/g/ share two features: they are velar and voiced, the only difference 
being the mode of articulation ((labialized) approximant vs. plosive). 
Since in hebrew /w/ was a quite unusual phoneme in initial position, 
it is reasonable to think that when the loan-word was introduced, /w/ 
could have been replaced by another phoneme similar to /w/ and that 
would share the most possible features with it. Since /w/ and /g/ are 
both voiced and velar phonemes, it could be reasonable to suppose 
that /w/ could have been replaced by /g/ in the case of the pN Goliath. 
from a typological point of view, it is worth mentioning that this 
sound substitution is not an isolated phenomenon. It is attested in 
other languages as well, where w is substituted by g in loan-words, 
as can be seen, for instance (as maeir et al. (2008: 351) suggest), in 
the case of engl. William and fr. Guillaume. the same occurs in 
some Spanish river names, whose first member guad- is an arabic 
loan-word that comes from ar. w!d- ‘valley, river-bed’: Guadiana 
< ar. w!di-ana (the roman name) ‘the ana-river’, Guadalquivir 
< ar. w!di al-kab%r ‘the Great river’, as well as in other common 
words (see Corriente 1999: 336 ff.).19 

b) the semantic suitability: the name of the enormous giant Goliath 
would fit very well with the semantic of the pIe verbal root *pelH- 
‘to be stark’, from which the Carian pN Wljat probably comes (see 
§ 3.2). If my etymology is right, both names, Car. Wljat and phil. 
Goliath would etymologically mean something like ‘the strong one’. 
the traditional etymology of alyattes, if scholars are right (see above 
§ 2.2), is, however, still unclear, and hence offers no favorable (or 
unfavorable) argument in this sense. 

19 Such as Sp. guájara ‘anfractuosidad’ < ar. waÌrah ‘terreno escabroso’; Sp. guasa 
‘sosería, chanza’ < ar. wasÌ ‘anchura, laxitud’; Sp. gualá ‘pardiez!’ < ar. wall!h 
‘por dios’, etc. (Corriente, ibid.).
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apart from these two arguments, which per se would be enough 
to support this hypothesis, there are other interesting facts that, 
although they should be taken with caution, are at least worth 
mentioning because they are all so supportive of the etymology for 
Goliath proposed here.

c) Biblical evidence: the ancient testament (2 Kings 114 and 19) men-
tions twice the presence of k!r% (hebr. ) in philistia:

(2 Kings 114)
“and in the seventh year, Jehoiada sent and fetched the rulers over 
hundreds, with the k!r% and the guardians. he brought them to 
him at the house of the lord and made a covenant with them and 
put them under oath in the house of the lord and showed them the 
king’s son” (my translation).

(2 Kings 1119)
“and took the rulers over hundreds, the k!r%, the guardians and all 
the people of the land” (my translation).

this chapter speaks of the revolt of the high priest Jehoiada, the 
killer of queen athaliah and the enthronement of Joash, which 
took place in 835/834 BCe (for the chronology, see Galil 1996: 71). 
according to both passages quoted above, Jehoiada’s intention was 
to form an alliance with ‘the rulers over hundreds, the k!r% and the 
guardians’ and in 2 Kings 1119 also with ‘all the people of the land’. 
Both passages are important because they feature the k!r% who, 
according to scholars, were probably mercenaries hired to serve as 
royal bodyguards. 

the question now is to identify who these k!r% were. the ancient 
translations of the hebrew Bible and also the Jewish tradition of 
the middle ages did not explain this word. In the Septuagint, this 
term appears as Xorre¤ in both passages. most modern scholars and 
translators identify the k!r% with the ker#t% ‘the Cheretites’ (Cre-
tans) but do not explore the problem. Nevertheless, some scholars 
have observed that this term could be referring to the Carians. the 
first person to make this connection was h. ewald, who in 1886 
(p. 135) identified the k!r% with the Carians mentioned in herodo-
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tus. this observation was also defended by such other scholars as 
montgomery–Gehman (1951: 85–86) and Gray (1964: 516), and 
also in some dictionaries of the Old testament and encyclopedia 
articles (for the history of the research, see avishur–heltzer 2003: 
89, with bibliography). It would take at least another whole article 
to explore this interesting question, so for the moment I shall merely 
make an observation. In my opinion, the modern identification of 
k!r% with the ker#t% ‘the Cheretites’ (Cretans) is curiously reminis-
cent of the lectio facilior made back in ancient times, where in II 
Sam. 2023 (which tells us that “Benaiah, yehoyada’s son, was over 
the k!r% and over the pelethites”), hakker#i ‘the Carians’ (hebr. ) 
 is written (ket%b) in the Biblical text, but in the masora parva, this 
word is corrected to hkrty ‘the Cretans’ (hebr. ) as a qer% (read!)-
note. I believe that this correction made in ancient times should be 
interpreted as a hypercorrection made by the scribes, because in 
other passages (II Sam. 818, I Chr. 1817) the krty (Cretans) and plti 
(philistines) appear together. In the Septuagint, this hypercorrection 
appears directly in the text in the term Xeleyye¤ (or Xereyyei a), 
also ‘the Cheretites, ‘Cretans’. this hypercorrection should also be 
understood in modern philological terms as a lectio facilior made 
in ancient times, because the term k!r% appeared only twice in the 
Old testament and was probably not sufficiently known or identified 
by the Jewish scribes. Curiously, modern scholars who translate the 
term k!r% as ‘the Cretans’ seem to be following the same ancient 
hypercorrection. In my opinion and following on from the above, 
the biblical term k!r% should be considered the lectio difficilior 
and, for this reason, it should not be mistaken for the term ker#t%. 
the ker#t% (hebr. ) ‘the Cretans’ and the k!r% (hebr. ) ‘the 
Carians’ are two different terms in the Bible. that’s why, without 
entering now into the problem, I should stress that this brief men-
tion of the Carians in the Old testament should not go unnoticed 
by scholars. On the contrary, it should be taken very seriously, and 
needs further investigation. If my observation is right, the presence 
of Carians in the Old testament would fit very well with the ety-
mology of Goliath proposed here, because it would relate the pN 
Goliath with a Carian pN.

d) another different question (and in my opinion much more prob-
lematic and unclear) are the masons’ marks found in Samaria and 
megiddo dated as far back as the 9th century BCe, which franklin 
(2001) interpreted as an early variant of the Carian alphabet, which 
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consequently supports a Carian presence in North Israel. I am not 
over-convinced by this, as the claim has not been studied in much 
depth and needs further investigation. for the moment, it should 
be taken with extreme caution. moreover, the dangerous circular 
argumentation by avishur–heltzer (2003), that the k!r% of the Bible 
should be interpreted as Carians precisely because the masons’ marks 
are in a Carian alphabet should be rejected as dangerously circular 
(see also in this sense adiego 2007: 26, footnote 5). But this obvi-
ously does not contradict the abovementioned affirmation that the 
biblical evidence should be taken into serious consideration.

e) Other Carian etymologies for philistine terms have also been 
proposed. In 1986, ray suggested two possible etymologies for the 
place name Ziklag and the personal name Phicol, which appear in 
the Old testament. this is not the moment to discuss these two 
etymologies that, especially Phicol, seem likely to be of Carian or 
luwian origin, but nevertheless, they are worth mentioning because 
of their relevance for the etymology of Goliath, as they show that 
this is not the only Carian etymology proposed for a philistine term.

f) presence of philistines in aleppo. Watkins (2009) recently dem-
onstrated the presence of a philistine kingdom on the amuq plain 
during the period ca. 1100–1000 BCe, which controlled from this 
power base a territory including aleppo and the environs of hama, 
and the Iron age states of unqi, arpad and hamath. this verifica-
tion is based on a new reading of the hieroglyphic luwian sign ta4 
and ta5, which in the post-hittite empire came together as la/i. 
according to Watkins, the term philistines, Palisatini, appears in 
some inscriptions of King taita, such as the aleppo 6 inscription. 
this is important for this article because it testifies an important 
presence of philistines somewhere other than the traditional philistia, 
not on the coast, but in the inland zone of aleppo, in a very early 
period of time, ca. 1100–1000 BCe.

g) the inscription of tell es-Sâf%/Gath commented above (§ 4).
all these five extra arguments, despite some of them needing further 
investigation and extreme caution, show that a new etymology of 
Goliath in the light of Carian pN Wljat/Wliat seems plausible. I 
should stress here that the Carian pN should be interpreted as the 
missing link that has made this new etymology possible, but that 
does not necessarily mean that pN Glyt is of directly Carian origin. 
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On the contrary, it could be interpreted as an old version of Carian 
pN (because it is documented before the oldest Carian inscriptions, 
see below, in this paragraph) or, more generically, a luwian pN for 
chronological reasons. Since the presence of philistines in philistia is 
older than the first mentions of Carians and although the first men-
tions of Carians should not necessarily indicate that they did not exist 
before that, it is reasonable to presume that the source of Goliath is 
older than the Carian pN Wljat (but very similar, if not identical, 
from a phonetic point of view). as we have seen, the oldest Carian 
inscriptions, which come from egypt, date from the second half of 
the 5th century BCe, and the oldest philistine inscriptions date from 
the 9th century BCe. this would agree with the chronology of the 
passage of the Bible where the k!r% appear, to be situated during the 
revolt of the high priest Jehoiada that took place in 835/834 BCe (see 
above, § 5c). according to this, there is at least a difference of two 
and a half centuries between both attestations, so Goliath appears 
two and a half centuries before the first Carian inscriptions where 
Carian pN Wljat appears. therefore, and as pointed out (§ 3.2), 
since no other anatolian language apart from Carian pN Wljat has 
documented this pN, it should be presumed that an old version of 
Carian seems to be the best candidate for the etymology of Goliath. 

6. Conclusions

In this paper I have reviewed what for almost a century has been the 
most quoted and best-known etymology of alyattes/Goliath because 
it seemed that the communis opinio has not paid enough attention 
to its validity. It has been observed that the old connection between 
ÉAluãtthw (the name of the lydian King that appears in herodotus) 
and the lydian pN Walwe- (related etymologically with the com-
mon anatolian word walwa- ‘lion’) has been rejected by scholars for 
phonetic and numismatic reasons and that, for the moment, alyattes 
has no etymology. this makes it even more difficult to explain the 
traditional etymology of alyattes/Goliath, because, as alyattes has 
no clear etymology, the connection between both words becomes 
even less clear. moreover, initial a and G, but also final -hw and Ø of 
both names are indeed difficult to compare from a phonetic point of 
view, even in the case of a loan-word. as I have also argued, the other 
possible etymologies for Goliath should also be rejected because of 
their insurmountable phonetic incompatibilities.
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I have shown that another explanation for the etymology of Goli-
ath is therefore required, and I have proposed the Carian pN Wljat/
Wliat, because this Carian pN seems, both phonetically and semanti-
cally, a good candidate for the etymology of Goliath. Certainly, both 
names almost match, with the exception of the initial W and G. I 
have argued that it could be explained because in ancient hebr. /w/ 
was a very unusual phoneme in initial position, due to the fact that 
proto-Sem. *w became Northwest Sem. *j. the sound substitution 
/w/ → /g/ (in the case of Wljat → Goliath) could have been motivated 
by the impossibility that hebr. /w/ could appear in initial position. 
the replacement of /w/ by /g/ in a loan-word could be considered as 
one of the expected possible sound substitutions, because both pho-
nemes are phonetically similar, sharing two phonological features: 
they are velar and voiced. I have also mentioned that this sound 
substitution is not an isolated phenomenon from a typological point 
of view, because it appears in loan-words of other languages, such 
as french (engl. William → fr. Guillaume) and Spanish (ar. w!di 
al-kab%r → Sp. Guadiana, etc.). I have also mentioned the semantic 
suitability of this etymology because Carian pN Wljat comes from 
a pIe verbal root which means ‘to be strong’ (*pelH-) and this sense 
would fit very well with the name of the giant Goliath. according to 
my hypothesis, both pN Car. Wljat and phil. Goliath would mean 
something like ‘the strong one’.

moreover, I have given another five arguments that, although 
they should be taken with caution, were worth mentioning because 
they support this new etymology: a) the presence of k!r% (possibly 
‘the Carians’) in the Old testament; b) the mason’s marks found in 
Samaria and meguido, which some scholars have interpreted to be 
of Carian origin; c) the fact that other Carian etymologies for phil-
istine terms have also been proposed; d) the presence of philistines 
in aleppo; and e) the inscription of tell es-Sâf%/Gath, which could 
contain the philistine pN Wlt.

finally, I have argued that, for chronological reasons, Goliath is 
probably an old version of the Carian pN Wljat, because Goliath 
appears at least two and a half centuries before Carian Wljat and 
because no anatolian language other than Carian has preserved 
this pN.

for all these reasons, I believe that this new etymology for Goliath 
should be taken into consideration.
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abbreviations

akk.: akkadian
anat.: anatolian
ar.: arabic
Car.: Carian
Cluw.: Cuneiform luwian
engl.: english
fr.: french
Goth.: Gothic
Gr.: Greek
hebr.: hebrew
hitt.: hittite
hluw.: hieroglyphic luwian
Ie: Indo-european
lat.: latin
luw.: luwian
lxx: Septuagint (ed. Swete)
lyd.: lydian
OIr.: Old Irish
Olith.: Old lithuanian
Osc.: Oscan
phil.: philistine
pIe: proto-Indo-european
pN: personal Name
proto-Sem.: proto-Semitic
Sem.: Semitic
Syr.: Syriac
toc.: tocarian
Sp.: Spanish
ug. ugaritic
umbr.: umbrian
Ved.: Vedic
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